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Abstra t. In this paper, we study the use of data mining te hniques for
stylisti analysis, from a linguisti point of view, by onsidering emerging sequential patterns. First, we show that mining sequential patterns
of words with gap onstraints gives new relevant linguisti patterns with
respe t to patterns built on n-grams. Then, we investigate how sequential patterns of itemsets an provide more generi linguisti patterns.
We validate our approa h from a linguisti point of view by ondu ting
experiments on three orpora of various types of Fren h texts (Poetry,
Letters, and Fi tion ). By onsidering more parti ularly poeti texts, we
show that hara teristi linguisti patterns an be identied using data
mining te hniques. We also dis uss how to improve our proposed approa h so that it an be used more e iently for linguisti analyses.

1

Introdu tion

The study of phraseology - in luding stylisti s - is a resear h eld that has been
investigated over the past 30 years by the linguisti ommunity. More re ently,
there has been a parti ular interest in studies from orpus linguisti s. Two main
approa hes an be identied: orpus-based and orpus-driven. Corpus-based approa hes assume the existen e of linguisti theories and use orpora to analyze
their appli ation and hen e to validate them. Corpus-driven approa hes onsider
that linguisti onstru ts emerge from orpus analysis. This analysis allows the
dis overy of o-o urring word patterns that will be the basis of linguisti analyses. Our work is part of the orpus-driven approa hes sin e our goal is to assist
linguists in dis overing new linguisti onstru ts without any prior knowledge.
One of the rst orpus-driven approa h was proposed by Renouf and Sinlair [1℄. It onsists on a study of ollo ational frameworks thanks to orpora;
ollo ational frameworks represent dis ontinuous sequen es of two grammati al
words en losing a lexi al word (e.g.,  many + ? + of  that means many followed
by a variable lexeme - symbolized by ? - itself followed by of ). However, this
approa h is not entirely orpus-driven sin e the studied ollo ational frameworks
were pre-sele ted by Renouf and Sin lair. In fa t, most of the so- alled orpusdriven approa hes are partly orpus-based 1 . More re ently, Biber presented an
1

See [2℄ for a more detailed state of the art on orpus-driven approa hes.

interesting approa h, entirely orpus-driven, to identify frequent patterns from
orpora [2℄. To do so, he relies both on a preliminary work on the identi ation
of lexi al bundles (i.e., frequent sequen es of ontiguous words, aka n-grams)
and on ollo ational frameworks to identify xed and variable elements in the
patterns he extra ted. Furthermore, Biber onsiders two language registers ( onversation and a ademi writing) and shows the interest of using a orpus-driven
approa h to study the spe i ities of patterns appearing in ea h register.
In this paper, we present a rst and original study whi h aims at showing the
interest of data mining methods for the stylisti analysis of large texts. The goal
is to provide to the linguist experts some prominent, relevant, and understandable patterns whi h an be hara teristi of a spe i type of text so that these
experts an arry out a stylisti analysis based on these patterns. In fa t, our
work is in the ontinuity of Biber's but we onsider various text types (instead
of language registers) that we study from a stylisti point of view. To do so,
we set up a methodology based on sequential data mining, from the extra tion
of patterns to the sele tion of the most relevant. We apply this methodology
to stylisti s. To the best of our knowledge, data mining methods have not yet
been used in the eld of stylisti s whereas one of their advantages is to oer an
interpretable result to users, as opposed to numeri al methods su h as Hidden
Markov Models or Conditional Random Fields. Indeed, the latter methods have
been shown to a hieve good results for tasks like text ategorization or information extra tion but they produ e outputs hardly understandable by humans.
Thus, the approa h that we propose is based on frequent sequential patterns [3℄,
a well-known data mining te hnique to automati ally dis over frequent patterns
based on the sequential order of data. We onsider two types of sequential patterns: single-item patterns (an item represents a single pie e of information, e.g.
a word form); and itemset patterns. In this se ond type of patterns, a word
is represented by a set of features. Therefore, extra ted itemset patterns may
ombine dierent levels of abstra tion (word forms, lemmas, POS tags, et .): for
instan e, h(P REP ) (DET ) (N C)i or h(to) (the DET ) (N C)i2 . Furthermore,
as we set our study in the eld of stylisti s, the end-goal is to extra t patterns
that are hara teristi of a ertain type of text. This is the reason why we fo us
on a spe i type of sequential patterns: emerging patterns. Emerging patterns
an apture ontrast hara teristi s between lasses or datasets [4℄. Furthermore,
these patterns an be analyzed by experts to dis over new relationships in a given
domain for a better understanding of it. Here, extra ted emerging patterns ould
then be analyzed by linguists to dis over linguisti patterns, hara teristi of a
ertain type of text.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, our methodology based
on sequential data mining is introdu ed in Se tion 2. Then, Se tion 3 presents
experimental results on the use of our methodology for stylisti s both from a
quantitative and a linguisti point of view. Finally, Se tion 4 dis usses the leads
to further investigate, while Se tion 5 draws some on lusions.
2
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Overview of our proposed approa h

Methodology

In this se tion, we give an overview of the proposed approa h to identify hara teristi linguisti patterns for ea h type of text (Se tion 2.1). Then, we present
the sequential data mining te hniques on whi h our approa h is based: frequent
sequential patterns (Se tion 2.2) and emerging patterns (Se tion 2.3).
2.1

Overview of the Proposed Approa h

Figure 1 illustrates the various steps of our approa h. N orpora are used as
the inputs of the pro ess, with one orpus orresponding to a onsidered type
of text. Ea h orpus is rst pre-pro essed and then all its words are labeled
with their lemma and their POS ategory (see Se tion 3.1). In the rst step
of our approa h, sequential patterns are extra ted for ea h orpus: N sets of
sequential patterns are therefore obtained. Then, in the se ond step, sets of
emerging patterns are sele ted for ea h orpus, from the N sets of sequential
patterns previously extra ted. Lastly, the N sets of emerging patterns are given
to a linguist so that he an use them to perform a linguisti interpretation. The
rst and se ond steps are presented in greater details in the next sub-se tions.
2.2

Sequential Pattern Mining

is a well-known data mining te hnique used to nd
regularities in sequen e databases, by onsidering the temporal order of the data.
This te hnique was introdu ed by Agrawal et al. in [3℄.
An itemset, I , is dened as a set of literals alled items, denoted by I =
(i1 . . . in ). For example, (a b) is an itemset with two items: a and b. A sequen e,
S , is dened as an ordered list of itemsets, denoted by S = hI1 . . . Im i. For
instan e, h(a b)(c)(d)(a)i is a sequen e of four itemsets. It should be noted that
a lot of appli ations need only one item in their itemsets (e.g. DNA strings or
protein sequen es). These parti ular kinds of sequen es are alled single-item
sequen es ; for the sake of larity, they are denoted by S = hi1 . . . in i, where
i1 . . . in are items. Several algorithms have been developed to e iently mine
that kind of spe i sequen es, for example [5℄. In the rest of the paper, both
kinds of sequen es will be onsidered, i.e. single-item sequen es and itemset
′
sequen es. A sequen e S1 = hI1 . . . In i is in luded in a sequen e S2 = hI1′ . . . Im
i
′
′
if there exist integers 1 ≤ j1 < ... < jn ≤ m su h that I1 ⊆ Ij1 , ..., In ⊆ Ijn .
The sequen e S1 is thus alled a subsequen e of S2 , whi h is noted S1  S2 . For

Sequential pattern mining

Table 1.

SDB1 : a sequen e database

Sequen e identier

Sequen e

1
2
3
4

h(a b)(c)(d)(a)i
h(d)(a)(e)i
h(d)(a b e)(c d e)i
h(c)(a)i

example, we have the following relation: h(c)(a)i  h(a b)(c)(d)(a)i. A sequen e
database SDB is a set of tuples (sid, S), where sid is a sequen e identier
and S a sequen e. For instan e, Table 1 represents a sequen e database of four
sequen es. A tuple (sid, S) ontains a sequen e S1 , if S1  S . The support of
a sequen e S1 in a sequen e database SDB , denoted sup(S1 ), is the number of
tuples ontaining S1 in the database. For example, in Table 1, sup(h(a)(e)i) = 2
sin e sequen es 2 and 3 ontain an itemset with a followed by an itemset with
e. The relative support of sequen es may also be used, as dened by Equation 1:
sup(S1 ) =

|{(sid, S) | (sid, S) ∈ SDB ∧ (S1  S)}|
|SDB|

(1)

A frequent pattern is a sequen e su h that its support is greater or equal to a
given threshold: minsup. Sequential pattern mining algorithms thus extra t all
the frequent sequential patterns that appear in a sequen e database.
Be ause the set of frequent sequential patterns an be very large, there exists a ondensed representation whi h eliminates redundan ies without loss of
information: losed sequential patterns [6℄. A frequent sequential pattern S is
losed if there exists no other frequent sequential pattern S ′ su h that S  S ′
and sup(S) = sup(S ′ ). For instan e, with minsup = 2, the sequential pattern
h(b)(c)i from Table 1 is not losed whereas the pattern h(a b)(c)i is losed. Moreover, in order to drive the mining pro ess towards the user obje tives and to eliminate irrelevant patterns, one an dene onstraints [7,8℄. The most ommonly
used onstraint is the frequen y onstraint (that assigns a value to minsup).
Another widespread onstraint is the gap onstraint. A sequential pattern with
a gap onstraint [M, N ], denoted by P[M,N ] , is a pattern su h as at least M − 1
itemsets and at most N − 1 itemsets are allowed between every two neighbor itemsets, in the original sequen es. For instan e, let P[1,3] = h(c)(a)i and
P[2,3] = h(c)(a)i be two patterns with two dierent gap onstraints and let us
onsider the sequen es of Table 1. Sequen es 1 and 4 are o urren es of pattern
P[1,3] (sequen e 1 ontains one itemset between (c) and (a) whereas sequen e
4 ontains no itemset between (c) and (a)), but only sequen e 1 is an o urren e of P[2,3] (only sequen es with one or two itemsets between (c) and (a) are
o urren es of this pattern).
In this paper, the onsidered databases orrespond to orpora. Furthermore,
two kinds of sequential patterns are onsidered: single-item patterns and itemset
patterns. In that last ase, itemsets an be made up of three types of items: word
forms, lemmas, and POS tags.

2.3

Emerging Patterns

Emerging patterns are dened as sequential patterns whose support in reases
signi antly from one dataset to another one [4℄. More spe i ally, emergent
patterns are sequential patterns whose growth rate - the ratio of the supports
in the two datasets - is larger than a given threshold: ρ. Thus, a sequential
pattern P from a dataset D1 is an emerging pattern to another dataset D2 if
GrowthRate(P ) ≥ ρ, with ρ > 1 and with GrowthRate(P ) being dened by:
GrowthRate(P ) =

(

∞,
supD1 (P )
supD2 (P ) ,

if supD2 (P ) = 0
otherwise

(2)

with supD1 (P ) (supD2 (P ) respe tively) being the relative support of the pattern
P in D1 (D2 respe tively). Sin e we are only interested in patterns belonging to
D1 , we do not onsider patterns P with supD1 (P ) = 0.

In the ase of stylisti analyses, ea h dataset ontains the frequent sequential
patterns of a orpus and thus of the orresponding type of text. It orresponds
to the patterns extra ted during the rst step of our approa h (see Se tion 2.2).
Be ause we onsider more than two types of text, we ompute the emerging
patterns of a onsidered type of text with respe t to every other type, a ording
to Equation 2. Finally, only the patterns that are emerging to every other type of
text are kept as emerging patterns for a onsidered type of text. The omputation
of all the emerging patterns is done e iently based on [9℄.

3

Experimental Evaluation

In this se tion, we report the results of our experimental evaluation on using
sequential pattern mining te hniques for stylisti s. First, in Se tion 3.1, we des ribe the used orpora as well as the setup of the various parameters used to
extra t emerging sequential patterns. Then, we present an analysis of the extra ted sequential patterns, at two levels: from a quantitative point of view (in
Se tion 3.2), and from a linguisti point of view for stylisti s (in Se tion 3.3).
3.1

Experimental Setup

We reated three orpora, orresponding to various types of text: Po, Letters, and Fi tion. To build ea h orpus, we sele ted all the texts of the
1800-1900 era - provided by the Fren h resour es of the CNRTL3 - orresponding to the onsidered type of text. For example, authors from Poetry in lude
Lamartine and Musset, whereas Hugo and Lamennais are part of the authors of
Letters , and Chateaubriand and Zola are authors of Fi tion . Then, these three
orpora were pre-pro essed. The pre-pro essing steps onsisted in setting the
words in lower- ase, and then splitting the texts into sequen es at pun tuation
marks of the set: {'.', ' ?', ' !', '. . . ', ';', ':', ',' }. Table 2 gives some details on
ea h orpus: the number of authors, of works, of sequen es, and of words.

Corpora
etry

3
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Chara teristi s of the orpora Poetry, Letters, and Fi tion
Corpus #authors #works #sequen es #words
Poetry
27
48
151 116 1 167 422
Letters
5
9
234 997 1 562 543
Fi tion
37
52
663 860 5 105 240

Table 2.

After being pre-pro essed, the orpora were POS tagged using Cordial 4 , a
tagger that is known to outperform TreeTagger on Fren h texts. Thus, ea h
word of the orpora was asso iated with its form, its lemma and its POS tag.
After rst experimentations, it turns out that the POS tags given by Cordial
were too mu h spe i ; we thus post-pro essed them to redu e their number (as
a onsequen e, it redu es the number of extra ted patterns). First, too spe i
ategories were merged into more general ones. For example, the adje tive ategory was initially de omposed into 16 ategories (depending on the gender, the
number, or whether the word starts with a mute h letter). Thus, the following
ategories were reated, to repla e their orresponding sub- ategories: adje tives
(ADJ), determiners (DET), ommon nouns (NC), proper nouns (NP), demonstrative pronouns (PD), relative pronouns (PR), indenite pronouns (PI), and
past parti iples (VPARP). Then, ategories orresponding to personal pronouns
were de omposed into 2 tags: one for the personal pronoun (PPER), and one
for the person (e.g. 1S for the singular rst person). Moreover, ategories orresponding to verbs were de omposed into 3 tags: one for the verb (V), one for
the mode of the verb (e.g. INDP for the present of the indi ative mode), and
one for the person (the same ones as for the personal pronouns). At the end, we
had a set of 35 tags instead of the 133 initial tags. Using this new set of tags,
the phrase a rose that we smell is translated as < ( a a DET ) ( rose rose
NC ) ( that that PR ) ( we we PPER 1P ) ( smell smell V PRES 1P ) >.
First, we onsidered single-item sequen es
of words. To perform the mining task on the three orpora, we used dmt4 [5℄
that allows the denition of various onstraints on the extra ted single-item
sequential patterns: the length, the frequen y (by setting minsup, the support
threshold ), or the gaps (by hoosing the values of [M, N ]). We set the length of
the patterns to be between 2 and 20. We hose the value of minsup empiri ally as
a trade-o between having interesting patterns with a low support (thus setting
a low value to minsup) and having not too many patterns (thus setting a high
value to minsup). Be ause of the dieren es in the orpora sizes (Fi tion is ve
times bigger than Poetry ), we hose a relative threshold whose value is 0.001 %;
it orresponds to the following absolute thresholds: 16 for Poetry , 12 for Letters ,
and 51 for Fi tion . That means that only patterns appearing in at least 16
sequen es are kept for Poetry , for example. For the gap onstraints, we hose
to onsider dierent values in the following experiments (see Se tion 3.2): [1, 1],
Mining Single-Item Sequen es

4
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Table 3.

Number of patterns and ratio of emerging ones (in bra kets) for the orpora
Corpus Single-item patterns with gaps Itemset
[1, 1]
[1, 2]
[1, 3]
[1, 5]
patterns
Poetry 18 816 37 933 55 762 86 901 2 245 326
(30.7 %) (27.0 %) (24.3 %) (22.6 %) (11.4 %)
Letters 16 936 36 849 56 755 96 549 10 128 288
(50.2 %) (50.7 %) (50.4 %) (50.0 %) (57.4 %)
Fi tion 78 210 175 645 282 967 512 647 11 681 913
(6.1 %) (5.3 %) (4.9 %) (4.6 %) (71.2 %)
Total 113 962 250 427 395 484 696 097 24 055 527
(16.7 %) (15.3 %) (14.2 %) (13.2 %) (59.8 %)

, , and [1, 5]. It is worth noting that the [1, 1] gap onstraint orresponds
to onsidering n-gram patterns. Indeed, patterns extra ted under this onstraint
orrespond to sub-sequen es of onse utive words of the orpus.

[1, 2] [1, 3]

Finally, we onsidered itemset sequen es, where
ea h itemset represents a word with its form, its lemma, and its POS tag. To
mine these itemset sequen es, we hose CloSpan [6℄ that extra ts losed sequential itemset patterns. CloSpan allows to set only one onstraint: the support
threshold minsup. We also hose empiri ally the value of minsup to be 0.15%.
Note that, be ause no gap onstraint an be set in CloSpan, we had to hoose a
higher value for minsup to limit the total number of patterns that are generated
and hen e to limit the omputation time. The drawba k of that hoi e is that
interesting patterns may not be extra ted be ause their support may be too low
(for example, the absolute support threshold is 1 000 for Fi tion ).

Mining Itemset Sequen es

To sele t the emerging patterns of the orpora,
we set the threshold ρ just above 1: ρ = 1.001. This threshold is used on both
single-item patterns and itemset patterns.
Sele ting Emerging Patterns

3.2

Quantitative Analysis of the Patterns

In this sub-se tion, we present quantitative results on the single-item patterns
and on the itemset patterns. The set of extra ted patterns being large, this quantitative analysis allows us to sele t the patterns that will be a tually analyzed
from a linguisti point of view, for the stylisti task (see Se tion 3.3).
Table 3 gives the number of extra ted patterns for the three orpora, by
onsidering the two types of patterns: single-item patterns (with various gap
onstraints) and itemset patterns. The ratio of emerging patterns is also given
for ea h type of patterns. Thus, among the 18 816 patterns extra ted from Poetry
(by setting the gap onstraint to [1, 1]), 30.7 % of the patterns are emerging
ones ( orresponding to 5 776 patterns). First, we an see that sele ting emerging
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patterns allows a large redu tion of the total number of sequential patterns to
analyze. Moreover, it allows to fo us our attention on more interesting patterns
in the ontext of stylisti s. That is why we will only onsider emerging patterns
in the rest of the analyses. Furthermore, we an see that by in reasing the gap
onstraint, the rate of single-item emerging patterns tends to de rease: it means
that additional extra ted patterns tend to be non-spe i patterns of the studied
types of text. For the stylisti analysis presented in Se tion 3.3, we set the gap
onstraint to [1, 3] as a tradeo between the total number of extra ted single-item
patterns and their relevan e. Finally, we an see that many more itemset patterns
are extra ted, ompared to the number of extra ted single-item patterns.
Then, we study the distribution of the emerging patterns w.r.t. their length.
Figure 2 plots the relative number of patterns for the various pattern lengths,
for the single-item patterns (the length is given as the number of items) and
for the itemset patterns (the length is given as the number of itemsets). The
pattern distributions are omputed on the three orpora onsidered as a whole,
for ea h gap onstraint value onsidered. We an see that most of the single-item
patterns ontain between 2 and 5 items whereas most of the itemset patterns

ontain between 4 and 11 itemsets. Therefore, itemset patterns represent longer
linguisti patterns. Moreover, there are a lot of single-item patterns of length
2 but they are not as instru tive as longer patterns - from a linguisti point of
view. That is why we will only onsider patterns whose length is greater than 2,
for the stylisti analysis.
Finally, we study the distribution of the emerging patterns w.r.t. growth
rates. Figure 3 plots the aggregate relative number of emerging patterns as a
fun tion of the growth rate, by onsidering the three orpora as a whole. It means
that, for example, 67.1 % of the emerging itemset patterns have a growth rate
greater than 4. We an see that most of the emerging patterns have an innite
growth rate as the aggregate rate of emerging patterns is stable for growth rates
greater than 10. It means that most of the emerging patterns appear only in a
ertain type of text (and not at all in the other types of text). In the stylisti
analysis, we onsider only emerging patterns with an innite growth rate.
Finally, only itemsets ontaining both POS tags and word forms or lemmas
are onsidered during the stylisti analysis. Patterns ontaining only POS tags
are therefore removed as they are too general and patterns ontaining only word
forms or lemmas are also removed as they are too spe i . In fa t, most of the
itemset patterns ontain both POS tags and words sin e these patterns represent
93.5 % of all the itemset patterns. That on urs with Biber's on lusions [2℄ on
the extra ted patterns that ontain both variable and xed elements (patterns
only with POS tags thus ontain only variable elements whereas patterns only
with words ontain only xed elements).
3.3

Stylisti

Analysis of the Emerging Patterns

In this sub-se tion, we present a stylisti analysis of some extra ted emerging
patterns. We fo us our attention more parti ularly on the Poetry orpus.
First of all, we onsider single-item patterns. By studying them, we an nd
some interesting patterns, hara teristi of Poetry . Table 4 shows examples of
su h identied hara teristi patterns. In the patterns, the symbol * is used to
represent a gap of one or more words5 . Furthermore, we also illustrate ea h pattern with examples of underlying sequen es in Poetry . The extra ted patterns
allow the observation of s hemati grammati al stru tures that are relatively
lexi on-independent. Indeed, xed elements of these patterns are grammati al
words whereas variable elements (i.e., lling the gaps) are generally lexi al words
(e.g., nouns, verbs, or adje tives). We also show the interest of gap onstraints
that are given as intervals. The pattern some*more*than allows the identi ation of two sequen es, among others, where the rst gap is lled with a dierent
number of words (see Table 4): in the rst one, the word bites lls the gap whereas
it is lled with the words angular ro ks in the se ond sequen e. This illustrates
the generalization apability of single-item patterns with gap onstraints (w.r.t.
n-gram patterns, for instan e).
5

Symbol

*

orresponds to symbol

?

used in [1℄. Note that symbol

*

is also used in [2℄

but it represents a single variable lexeme whereas, in our approa h, this symbol
represents a gap of one or more words.

Table 4. Examples of

Single-item pattern

hara teristi

single-item patterns from

with English translation )

Example (

des*plus*que

il a des morsures plus venimeuses que

(

(

some*more*than )

Poetry

elles de ta bou he

he has some bites more venomous than those from your mouth )

des

ailloux anguleux plus brillants que des marbres

some angular ro ks brighter than some marbles )

(
on*et*on

une rose qu'on respire et qu'on jette

(

(

we*and*we )

a rose that we smell and that we throw )

sur des tombeaux divins qu'on brise et qu'on insulte ?

on divine tombs that we break and that we insult? )

(
le/la/l'*qui*et*qui
(

the*that*and*that )

la nuit qui m'oppresse et qui trouble mes yeux

the night that oppresses me and that troubles my eyes )

(

le grelot qui résonne et le troupeau qui bêle

the bell that resounds and the o k that bleats )

(
le*du*qui*dans
(

le vent du soir qui meurt dans le feuillage

the*of the*that*in ) (the wind of the night that dies in the foliage )
le bruit du vieux qui bê he dans la nuit

the sound of the old that digs in the night )

(
est*un*qui

est- e un goéland qui bat de l'aile ?

(

(

is*a*that )

is it a gull that aps its wing? )

ta grâ e est
(your gra e

omme un luth qui vibre au fond du bois

is like a lute that vibrates deep in the wood )

Table 5 gives the orresponden e between the single-item patterns presented
in Table 4 and their asso iated itemset patterns. First, it an be seen that several
itemset patterns may orrespond to the same single-item pattern. Furthermore,
extra ted itemset patterns allow to obtain the POS ategories of the variable
elements. Therefore, in the ontext of a stylisti study of types of text, the work
of linguists onsists in sele ting relevant patterns among automati ally extra ted
itemset patterns: this dire tly gives them grammati al patterns hara teristi of
a onsidered type of text.
In fa t, the grammati al patterns we onsider orrespond to ollo ational
frameworks in the sense of Renouf and Sin lair [1℄, i.e. ollo ations on grammati al units and not on lexi al units. However, as opposed to their work, we
do not hose a priori the patterns that are then studied but we automati ally
dis over them from orpora. We an also ompare our work to Biber's [2℄ who works also on ollo ational frameworks - but there are some dieren es.
Indeed, our approa h allows to dire tly extra t single-item patterns with gaps
as well as itemset patterns ( orresponding to grammati al patterns) whereas
Biber rst extra ts frequent sequen es from orpora and then analyze them one
by one to identify variable and xed elements to nally build various types of
patterns that he studies afterwards. Sin e Renouf and Sin lair paper, works on
ollo ational frameworks have been done in English orpus linguisti s, but not
in Fren h. Nonetheless, the analysis of ollo ational frameworks an be full of

Table 5.

Grammati al patterns orresponding to some identied single-item patterns

Single-item pattern
des*plus*que
on*et*on
le/la/l'*qui*et*qui

(English translation)
(some*more*than)
(we*and*we)
(the*that*and)

le*du*qui*dans
est*un*qui

(the*of the*that*in)
(is*a*that)

Grammati al pattern
some N more ADJ than
N that we V and that we V
the N that V and (that) V
the N that V and the N that V
the N of the N that V in the N
is it a N that V
is like a N that V

insights when asso iated to an a tual usage theory onsidering that grammatial forms ome from a linguisti usage (i.e. orpus-driven approa hes) and are
not the result of integrated rules (i.e. orpus-based approa hes). Therefore, it
is interesting to have approa hes that automati ally extra t patterns to provide
these ollo ation frameworks, as it is the ase with our proposed approa h.

4

Dis ussion

In the previous se tion, we have shown that sequential patterns an be interpreted by linguists for stylisti analyses. However, a huge number of sequential
patterns are extra ted with data mining te hniques, from whi h the interesting
ones have to be identied. In this se tion, we dis uss the improvements that
ould be brought to our urrent approa h to make it easier for linguists to deal
with the presented sequential patterns. To this end, we identied two leads.
First, in order to fo us our attention on the interesting sequential patterns,
it is ne essary to be able to set new onstraints during the data mining pro ess
to narrow the number of extra ted patterns down. Thus, it would be interesting
to also set gap onstraints on itemset patterns (as it is already the ase for
single-item patterns). In addition, as we an set a minimum threshold, minsup,
for the pattern supports, it would be interesting to set a maximum threshold,
maxsup, for the pattern supports as well. Indeed, most interesting sequential
patterns generally appear in few sequen es. Thus, by not onsidering too frequent
sequential patterns, the total number of patterns would be redu ed (for instan e,
by setting maxsup = 50, 21.2 % of the Poetry single-item patterns would not
be extra ted). Moreover, it would allow us to set minsup to a lower value, and
hen e to dis over rarer sequential patterns without in reasing the total number of
patterns. In addition, membership onstraints on a ertain item type ould also
be dened to lter out more sequential patterns (e.g. only onsidering sequential
patterns ontaining at least one verb).
Lastly, it would be of interest to provide tools allowing the ordering of the
patterns, their ltering, or their exploration jointly with the sequen es of the
orpus they refer to. Therefore, it would be easier for linguists, in parti ular, to
analyze the extra ted sequential patterns (more parti ularly for itemset patterns
or for sequential patterns with gap onstraints).

5

Con lusion

In this paper, we have presented a rst study on using data mining te hniques
for stylisti s by proposing a methodology based on the extra tion of sequential
patterns and applied to stylisti s. Thus, we have onsidered two types of sequential patterns: single-item patterns and itemset patterns (based on word forms,
lemmas and POS tags). Moreover, we fo used our attention on spe i sequential
patterns: emerging patterns. A quantitative analysis of the sequential patterns
extra ted from three orpora (representing various types of text, aka Poetry , Letters , and Fi tion ) has shown that sequential patterns are more powerful than
n-grams to express linguisti patterns. That has been onrmed by a linguisti
analysis of the extra ted emerging sequential patterns sin e some grammati al
patterns hara teristi of Poetry were identied from these sequential patterns.
We also ompared our methodology to the one proposed by Biber [2℄ by showing
that ours allows to dire tly obtain patterns hara teristi of types of text. Lastly,
we have dis ussed the improvements that ould be brought to our proposed approa h both by limiting the total number of extra ted sequential patterns and
hen e to analyze (by dening new onstraints on the patterns), and by making
it easier for linguists to explore and analyze the patterns (by developing suitable
tools for this task). Therefore, these dis ussions give us leads to investigate in
future studies; some of these works are already in progress.
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